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Officers and Contact Information: 

President: Mr Roger Patterson                 
Chairman: post not filled 
Vice Chairman: post not filled 
Hon. Treasurer: Mr Murray West  
Hon. Secretary: Tessa Clarke 
Membership: Mr Richard Gibby 
Newsletter: Miss Caroline Drewett  

DIARY OF EVENTS 
 
REGULAR APIARY MEETINGS WILL RESUME SHORTLY 
April meeting dates detailed on page 2.  See page 9 for information regarding the apiary. 

EVENTS 2018 
 

 West Sussex Bee Market & Auction  -  21st April  -  Brinsbury Campus 
(See page 5 ) 

 

 Talk hosted by Central Sussex Division  -  18th April  -  ‘Venom Allergy with a 
Focus on Desensitization’.  (See page 2 ) 

 
01403 790637 roger-patterson@btconnect.com 
 
 
01798 867048 murray@mt-w.co.uk 
07773 413025 secretary@wgbka.org.uk 
01403 588092 richard.gibby@outlook.com 
01798 343883 caroline.drewett@btinternet.com  
 

We advise all beekeepers not to purchase bees and queens that may have been imported. 
This is to reduce the risk of importing pests and diseases. Very often they are unsuitable for 

our climate and it is possible that aggression may show in subsequent generations. 

To help reduce the carbon footprint, parking and traffic on the roads we ask members 
to share vehicles if possible when attending meetings.  

Please monitor your email for apiary meeting updates. 

If possible please arrive early this helps the meeting leader to arrange the right 
number of groups and allocate colonies.  Please sign the attendance book. 

 
 WISBOROUGH GREEN  

BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

 
APRIL 2018 

See the West Sussex BKA Newsletter for events organised by other local divisions. 

A DIVISION OF WEST SUSSEX BEEKEEPERS’ ASSOCIATION 

Website: www.wgbka.org.uk 
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Apiary Meetings 
April 2018 

 
 
The summer apiary meetings will start soon.  
 
It is looking as if the start of April will be cool, so probably retarding the OSR.  A few days of 
warm weather will allow things to catch up.  
 
 
Saturday 7th April - 2.00pm Start 
 
To remove mouse and woodpecker guards and prepare supers. 
If the weather is warm there will be a brief inspection and assessment of colonies. 
 
The preparation of supers needs a little care and there will be discussion on this. 
 
Sunday 22 April - 2.00pm Start 
 
There will probably be quite a lot to do that may include supering, moving combs around to assist 
colony build-up, etc. 
 
The Auction is on the day before, hence a Sunday. 
 
 
Saturday 28th April - 3.00pm Start  Please note the later start time.  
 
It is hoped to do a demonstration, but this may be delayed depending on the condition of the colo-
nies. 
 

Please check emails regularly for changes and additions. 
 

Central Sussex Division Winter Talk 
Limited Free Tickets Available 

 
Wednesday 18th April 2018 at 7.30pm  

Venue: Salvation Army Hall¸ Booth Way/Depot Road, Horsham.  
 

Dr Patrick Yong, Consultant Immunologist of the Royal Surrey County Hospital to speak on 
"Venom Allergy with a Focus on Desensitization". 

 
This is an excellent opportunity be able to ask questions and get expert advice from Dr Yong.  
 
This talk is open to everyone.  Beekeepers and non-beekeepers.  However, we have a limited 
number of places, so this is a TICKETED EVENT.  There is no charge, but tickets must be ob-
tained from Elaine Allen via the email address: Secretary@centralsussexbka.org.uk. 
 
The Salvation Army Hall has car parking facilities accessed via Booth Way. 

mailto:Secretary@centralsussexbka.org.uk
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There is quite a bit from me this month, so I will try to keep PiP a bit 
shorter than normal 
 
Now the chances of a long spell of cold weather have probably gone we 
can expect bees to become more active, although in frosty weather they 
may still go into semi-cluster.  There is often a lot of good forage in April, 
with sources such as dandelions and willows helping bees to make a good 
start to the spring.  Many spring sources provide both nectar and pollen, 
often in surprisingly large amounts.  Check the weather forecast for a week 
in advance to see if there are likely to be a few warm days as we often get 

in the spring, and be prepared to super well in advance of the need for more space. 
 
If you are late getting supers on, the bees only have the brood box to place their income in, where 
they will pack nectar/honey and pollen around the brood, rather than above it as they do naturally.  
Without the beekeeper manipulating the frames, bees are usually reluctant to move honey and pol-
len once stored.  Queens are usually reluctant to go across a barrier such as pollen or honey to lay 
eggs, so they are confined to a reduced area.  This can mean smaller colonies later on and the pos-
sibility of swarming preparations being made.  Placing a super above before its needed will often 
give them somewhere to place their income, so natural spring build-up can take place.  All these 
things should be known to experienced beekeepers, but can catch out the beginner.  The safest op-
tion is to give more room than you think they need in the spring.  The worst that can happen is for 
the colony to "chimney", which is to put nectar/honey up through the middle of the boxes.  Better 
than answering a call to remove a swarm of bees from a chimney! 
 
In most previous seasons the oil seed rape (OSR) is in roughly the same stage of growth, but this 
spring I have seen some fields way ahead of others, which I guess will mean extended flowering.  
If the weather is warm when OSR is in bloom the bees can collect and store nectar/honey very 
quickly.  In the past I have had a super on a strong colony filled and sealed in a week, so on a 
strong colony I always suggest putting on two supers.  When the OSR is secreting well, the bees 
are usually eager to draw out comb, so if you need foundation drawn out this is the time to do it.  
This is a good way for beginners without much drawn comb to get a good stock of it.  Comb keeps 
in better condition than foundation.  I like to get brood combs drawn out in brood boxes used as 
supers http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/broodcombdrawing.html, because the bees make a far 
better job of it than they often do if foundation is placed in the brood area. 
 
Woodpecker and mouse guards can be removed now.  When the weather is warm and bees are fly-
ing well you can make an inspection.  Spring cleaning can be done when you have time. 
 
I have a small group of members who help me run the apiary.  This can be anything to do with 
practical beekeeping and includes things such as releasing queens, making/repairing kit, apiary 
maintenance and coming up with ideas.  They are Meriel Bottle, Martin Hill, Murray West and 
Tom Weston.  This year I have asked Neil Mariner to join us.  These are all good sound people 
who I can rely on. 
 
I will write about other developments at the apiary elsewhere.    (See page 9. Ed.) 
 
 

Roger 
 
 

Patterson In Print 

Nell and friend 

http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/broodcombdrawing.html
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Caroline Drewett shares the joys and frustrations of running an out-apiary. 
 
The weather during February and March was mixed, with some days being 
warm enough for the bees to forage; other days the wind from the east 
caused the temperature to plummet and the bees to cluster; we even had two 
occurrences of snow.  On the afternoon of Sunday 18th March I walked to 
Byworth to check the conditions in the apiary.  One of the hives had the en-
trance completely blocked by a ‘snow drift’ on the landing board.  When I 
cleared the snow away there were several dead bees in the entrance; I re-
moved these.  The hives on the other side of the apiary face in a different 
direction and the entrances are protected from the worst of the weather by a 
hedge.  As the saying goes, ‘location, location, location’…… 
 

I’m aware some of you will have taken advantage of any warm days in recent weeks and looked 
inside your colonies; possibly prompted by the email alert from Roger.  If you haven’t checked 
your colonies don’t panic, I haven’t opened my hives either; when the weather and temperature 
have been suitable, I have been working.  I have been keeping an eye on the levels of the fondant 
placed above the crown boards in early January; and also any activity at the hive entrance.  The 
important thing is to ensure your bees have access to food until the weather and available forage 
improve; if there is any doubt, then fondant is a good precaution to take.  In the meantime, make 
sure you and your equipment are ready so that you can inspect your colonies as soon as the weath-
er allows; and take any necessary action at that time. 
 
One beekeeping topic often discussed is the need for ventilation of the hive during the winter 
months; whether or not to leave the crown board feed holes open, or to raise the crown board by 
the depth of a match stick.  As with all things ‘beekeeping’ there will be many views on the sub-
ject; I have no particular view point, but I do have an interesting observation in relation to this top-
ic. 
 
Sometime ago I purchased ten crown board ‘ventilation porter escapes’ from Thornes ; they are 
the standard plastic bee escape with the spring removed and mesh inserted (purchased for a nomi-
nal sum to increase my order total so that it qualified for free delivery!).  When slotted into the 
feed holes in the crown board, the bees are able to enter the device and walk through it, like walk-
ing through a tunnel.  The idea is to increase ventilation within the hive.  I currently have these in 
the crown board on two of my hives; with differing results. 
 
The bees in the first hive, ‘Buttercup’, ignored the mesh.  In the second hive, ‘Borage’, the bees 
completely blocked the mesh with wax and propolis, and also blocked the entrances into the 
‘escapes’.  Why the differing behaviour?   
 
The bees in ‘Buttercup’ are generally darker than those in the other colony; so one argument could 
be that they are a different ‘type’ of bee.  The two hives are in different apiaries; with ‘Buttercup’ 
being in a less rural location, where the temperature seems to be slightly warmer, so maybe this is 
a factor.  ‘Borage’ is managed on a double brood box system; so is the volume of the hive influ-
encing whether or not the bees block the mesh?  The varroa board is inserted under the floor of 
‘Buttercup’, reducing the flow of air up through the floor; and it is possible the bees preferred ad-
ditional ventilation at the top of the hive.  Finally, another reason could be that the bees blocked 
the mesh to defend the hive. 
 
I don’t have the answer to any of the questions and further experimentation will be required in or-
der to form an opinion.  My intention is to use the mesh on all three hives in the main apiary this  

Tales From An Out-Apiary 
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season and monitor to see if the two additional colonies display the same behaviour as ‘Borage’ 
and block the mesh; or if they leave the mesh open.  It will be interesting to see if the bees display 
a different behaviour towards the ventilation mesh as the season progresses.  I’ll let you know how 
I get on. 
 
If you’re thinking of trying a similar experiment yourself, many of the beekeeping suppliers now 
sell ‘crown board breather mesh plates’ to fix to the crown board (or you can cut your own from a 
piece of mesh). 
 
Last month I invited you to read my review of the recent beekeeping convention at Lodge Hill, to 
be published in the West Sussex County Newsletter; however I was unable to submit 
the copy in time for publication in March, so you will find the article in this month’s 
edition. 
 

Caroline 

 

Bee Market & Auction 

Annual Bee Market & Auction - Saturday 21st April 2018 
 
The West Sussex Beekeepers’ Association is again organising a Bee Market and Auction for the 
benefit of members and non members, with beekeepers attending from a very wide area.   
 
Auction details, Guidance Notes and the Entry Form are now available to download from the 
WSBKA website.  
 
If you have surplus beekeeping equipment you wish to sell the Closing date for entries is 11th 
April, or when 300 lots have been registered. 
 
Graham Elliott is the event organiser and he is looking for enthusiastic and willing volunteers to 

help on the day.  There are a variety of tasks, including helping in the 
auction ring and serving tea and coffee.  It’s a great atmosphere, with an 
amusing auctioneer, so why not offer your support! 
 
If you can spare some time (it doesn’t have to be the entire day) please 
contact Graham so that he can add your name to the list of helpers.   
secretary@westsussexbeekeepers.org.uk  
Tel: 01403 752493 or mobile 07761 349281  
 

 

 

The 41st BBKA Spring Convention Harper Adams University, Newport, Shropshire  

Friday 13, Saturday 14, Sunday 15  April 2018 

Click here to go to booking web-site BookEventsandServices 
 

https://www.ticketsource.co.uk/britishbeekeepersassociation
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The three Jim Ryan ‘ Wax Days’ were held on 9th, 10th & 11th February. 
 
Blue Peter, meets MasterChef, meets Father Ted? 
 
Jim Ryan's demonstration "Making Good Use of Your Beeswax" saw very good attendance on all 
three days; with Wisborough Green members joined by a large number of other beekeepers from 
neighbouring divisions and as far afield as Kent, Hampshire, Wimbledon and a couple from Suf-
folk; all keen to learn how to process beeswax. 
 
I attended the Saturday session, together with my wife Lucy (who now as a consequence wants to 
try making some of the products herself).  It was not until mid-morning that Roger asked if I could 
write a piece for the newsletter, possibly another of his "let’s check if you were listening and pay-
ing attention" ploys, so here goes, let’s see! 
 
Those of you not able to attend the event missed a thoroughly enjoyable and most informative day 
at Hampers Green; ably hosted by Maggie's very industrious tea and coffee making, with the add-
ed bonus of being offered her excellent lemon cake and ginger cake in the afternoon. 
 
Jim Ryan had again travelled from Tipperary to give us the benefit of his very considerable 
knowledge and experience gained from over forty years keeping bees in Ireland.  He was ably sup-
ported by Roger who had arranged proceedings.  They made an excellent double act. 
 
The main learning for me is that it makes sense to harvest wax; to allow the bees to draw hygienic 
and easy-to-lay new brood comb to start their year; and to provide the beekeeper with the oppor-
tunity of processing the old wax, (cappings, brace comb, old super and brood comb), converting an 
otherwise waste by-product of beekeeping into many new profitable products (polishes, balms, 
creams and soaps). 
 
Jim initially explained how the wax can easily be processed using a simple homemade solar wax 
collector; filtered and cleaned using basic kitchen equipment to clarify finely for "show standard" 
moulding, or more coarsely to exchange for new foundation.  He also spoke of the method and 
benefit of "creating" drawn comb to give to the bees at the start of each season. 
 
Roger was an able "sorcerer's apprentice" as Jim worked various potions, in a multitude of sim-
mering pans over an electric hob; adding to the pots of the filtered melted wax different amounts 
and combinations of soft water, mineral oil, turpentine, almond, coconut and sunflower oils, essen-
tial oil essences, caustic soda (lye), and borax, as the various recipes required.  At times, I have to 
say, the demonstrations reminded me of a mix of Blue Peter, MasterChef and even, at times, Fa-
ther Ted; but it was all great fun and the audience was both much amused and much informed as a 
consequence. 
 
In the morning session we watched Jim clarify the wax to different grades of purity using BPC lint 
(furry side up against the melting wax!) clipped into a standard sieve using clothes pegs; and a 
simple homemade Bain-marie constructed from two standard stainless steel saucepans, with the 
wax softening and melting over a saucepan containing sixty-three degree Celsius soft water 
(collected from a dehumidifier or ice scraped from the freezer cabinet). 
 
This was followed by production of a hand cream balm; adding coconut oil and sweet almond oil 
(additional required materials sourced from a variety of EBay suppliers) to the clarified beeswax.  
Jim said that cappings provide the best source of clean pale wax, but emphasised that the great ma-
jority of all harvested wax can be made sufficiently clean for one purpose or another using the  

Jim Ryan Wax Day Review 
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methods he demonstrated. 
 
Helping Jim to melt the wax at one point Roger managed to drop the blade of his knife into the pot 
of simmering wax making its retrieval somewhat hazardous and tricky.  Presumably, I pondered, 
this wax would now be suitable for cut comb! 
 
Roger was also helpful in reading the scales and thermometer for Jim as the various recipes were 
being assembled.  Despite Jim being from Ireland, part of the EU, he has yet to fully and consist-
ently convert from imperial measures to metric and from Fahrenheit temperatures to Celsius; as a 
result there were numerous amusing two way "discussions" between Roger and Jim, not helped by 
Jim being a little deaf and Roger failing to use the spectacles habitually hanging from around his 
neck. 
 
At times both gentlemen actually ended on their knees behind their long demonstration bench, ei-
ther in a desperate attempt to read the electronic scales, the electronic thermometer or to pray for 
guidance or patience, I was never sure!  It was possibly a combination of all four, but it was great 
fun for the audience.  Even Nell (who as usual lay patiently by Roger's side throughout the day and 
was very well behaved) occasionally yawned as if she had seen this performance before from Jim 
and her Dad! 
 
In the afternoon session we watched further products stream off the "line", although at times the 
initial stock of raw materials proved insufficient due to the Friday demonstrations using too much!  
This did slow down the Jim/Roger production unit and Maggie was dispatched to get more materi-
als for the Sunday demonstration.  A worry for Jim and Roger in case she didn’t get back in time 
to wash the pots and pans left over from the day's demonstrations (which, they advised, would 
have best results with the use of a stainless steel scourer and washing soda )! 
 
As the afternoon progressed, we saw Jim make a lip balm, moisture block hand balm, wood polish, 
skin cream and soap.  This latter product required Jim to mix up lye, a potentially hazardous hot 
caustic soda brew, which if handled correctly is perfectly safe.  Jim, as he took time to emphasise, 
is an absolute stickler for health and safety and is cognisant of the licensing and legislation re-
quired for the manufacture and sale of cosmetic products. 
 
At one time (late afternoon and perhaps after too much tea and cake) I began to lose track of exact-
ly which of the different products was then being produced; I came to and heard Jim mention that 
what he had just made was best applied using triple zero steel wool - now was that the polish or 
the face cream?  I didn’t like to ask in case Roger thought I had not been keeping up! 
 
At the end of a most stimulating day I had discovered how quick, easy and relatively cheap it is to 
make all these various products that add even more value to beeswax.  The raw materials and 
equipment can be sourced at modest cost from discount supermarkets and EBay.  We often under-
estimate the value of beeswax; if "harvested" and processed it is potentially more valuable than 
honey! 
 
At the end of the day sufficient quantities of each batch of product had been made for every mem-
ber of the audience to be able to return home with a sample of each; together with copies of the 
recipes used.  Jim also highlighted a favourite book, "Dr Sarah's Honey Potions" written by Dr 
Sarah Robb in 1995, as a source of further recipes.  As I left Hampers Green I felt it was a little bit 
like having attended the Oscars and leaving with a goody bag!  The day was definitely an Oscar 
winning performance, with Jim as Best Leading Man, Roger as Best Supporting Actor, and Best 
Producer and Director must surely be awarded to Maggie! 
 

David Croxson 
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Dad has asked Neil Mariner to make a few bits of equipment, including a scale hive for the apiary 
http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/hivescale.html because he thinks it will be interesting to see 
how much weight is gained or lost in a colony between meetings.  I have had a word with Dad and 
reminded him that the weight change may not be all honey, as bees bring in lots of other things 
into the hive.  To make it, Neil will need a set of mechanical bathroom scales.  If any member has 
a set that are still working they no longer need please email Dad and bring them to a meeting.  It 
will also tell us who has given up checking their weight!  It might be interesting to know what the 
weather is like on each day, making it more interesting.  Is someone willing to briefly record 
weather please?  It just needs something like "Sunny all day" or "Rain for 5 hours". 
 
Dad could also do with a few bricks to put nucs on and to weigh down roofs of poly nucs.  If you 
have the odd brick to donate please bring it along to a meeting. 
 
Now a bit of fun for you.  Dad bought a pizza cutter for one of his mad projects; £1.99 he paid for 
it.  Think how many dog biscuits that could have bought!  I had a look at the card it was on and 
there was a warning about safety when using it and the last line read "Not to be sold to person un-
der the age of 18 years"!  I think Dad was pretty safe. 
 
Even more fun.  Dad tried to renew his passport, attempting to do it online, but found his photo-
graph wasn't suitable.  He discovered he could do it at a Post Office that had the right facility, so 
he checked at the Gov website and found that Broadbridge Heath and Horsham POs had the facili-
ty with their closing times.  When he got to Broadbridge Heath they didn't know anything about it, 
so he went to Horsham, over an hour before closing time, to find they were.......closed!  I'm 
pleased to tell you that he was successful the following day!  Not without incident though!  He was 
told to stand in the queue, but he wasn't told there were two of them, neither was anyone else!  He 
finally spoke to a lady who told him the man who told him to stand in the wrong queue should 
have given him a form to fill in!  My Dad doesn't get angry very often, but when he does he tends 
to use a lot of words with four letters in them.  Oh dear - "Nell" has four letters. 
 
And lots more fun, but this is more serious fun.  Dad spoke at The Eden Project in February.  I 
wasn't allowed in the venue, so I had to stay with my Uncle John and my sister Shadow and her 
friends.  A short time later a letter came through the post from Dorset Police stating that Dad broke 
the speed limit on his way there.  Anyway, to cut a long story short he was offered a Driver 
Awareness Course.  I had a look at the paperwork to see he had filled it in properly and on a whole 
side of one sheet entitled "Standards of behaviour, dress and appearance on Dorset Police Courses" 
there were a lot of things including ".....course attendees are individually responsible for their per-
sonal hygiene and general presentation in consideration of how others may perceive their appear-
ance." and "Course attendees should not wear clothing which is likely to cause embarrassment or 
offence to others delivering or attending a course".  Where do they drag this twaddle up from?  
We all know my Dad's sense of humour, so I had better keep an eye on him.  I will have to make 
sure he washes himself within a couple of weeks of attending and that he doesn't wear an orange 
loincloth and purple turban.  Oh No!  I have read on another sheet that dogs aren't allowed!  How 
can I learn how to stop him driving so fast, make sure he washes himself and wears clothes they 
like when they won't let me go?  That's discrimination!  No wonder he wanted to get through Dor-
set quickly with attitudes like that!  I hope I see him again! 
 
As Dad keeps saying, the world is full of fussy people who try to make out they are far more im-
portant than they really are.  Perhaps they should get a proper job like making dog 
biscuits.  Sorry I went on a bit; my dear old Dad is having a bad time at the moment! 
 

Nell 

Nell In Print 

 

http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/hivescale.html
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I have been heard to say that in my opinion meeting every Saturday is too much for demonstrators 
and members, but in discussion with others I have listened and agreed to do so; and I will give it 
my best shot, as I always do.  If it aids learning and improves the knowledge and ability of our 
members, then I'm willing to do so.  If it doesn't work, then we will tweak it later.  I'm a listener 
and I'm always willing to make improvements.  Although nobody has spoken to me about it, I 
have been told that some members think there is nothing to do at the apiary other that opening 
hives, which is apparently why attendances have become fairly low in the last couple of years or 
so.  I don't understand this point, as I go to most meetings (32 out of 37 in 2017) and there is al-
ways something different happening in the hives.  Last year we had 17 topics that were discussed 
or demonstrated, plus what we do as a matter of course and what was seen in the colonies.  I have 
just spoken to an established member who told me they can't wait for the coming season, so they 
can go to meetings to learn more!  They feel there is always something to learn when opening 
hives.  As ever, there are different views and I have to satisfy them all. 
 
Compared to many other teaching apiaries I visit, WGBKA have a tremendous resource.  The 
equipment is good and we have really good bees, probably the best I have ever seen at the apiary.  
This has been achieved by culling the worst queens and propagating the best, something I try to 
encourage members to do at home.  At some BKAs it is only the demonstrators who handle bees, 
others only have a small number of colonies, and some only have first year beekeepers.  At one 
BKA I visited, members have to make a booking with a limit on the number of attendees.  Some 
don't have any teaching apiary at all.  I don't criticise because they all have different situations, re-
sources and people, but our members are in the fortunate position of having good sound tuition 
and a good facility.  I urge members to make use of it. 
 
It has been suggested that it's only the beginners who should inspect colonies on a regular basis to 
get them up to a high level of ability and knowledge, with the more experienced members not han-
dling bees, but watching demonstrations.  I'm not sure everyone will want to watch demonstra-
tions, so I will offer the chance of inspecting colonies to all.  That gives me a bit of a problem in 
deciding who is a "beginner" and who is more advanced.  Several years ago I tried having three 
ability groups, but it didn't work very well.  I found I needed a balance of abilities to make it work, 
which was difficult to achieve because I didn't know who was going to turn up.  I don't see all 
members inspect a hive or know their knowledge level, so I have to rely on demonstrators to tell 
me how members are progressing.  They sometimes have different views!  
 
Daisy came up with the idea that we could allocate time at the beginning of each meeting to have a 
sort of "clinic", where members can ask questions.  I think this is a good idea and is a bit of an ex-
tension of what we already do, so for however long it takes, we will do that at every meeting, with 
everyone together, as I guess many of the points raised will be relevant to all.  I think it may lead 
to further discussion and that will be good for all.  It could trigger off something that may not have 
been asked otherwise. 
 
This reminds me that if members have ideas, then please email or speak to me to discuss, as it will 
improve the overall experience.  If you don't tell me I can't do anything about it.  It's much better if 
you contact me direct, rather than through someone else, even if it's a moan!  If I think it will en-
hance beekeeping, then I will go for it, so there's your incentive. 
 
There will be several topics discussed or demonstrated throughout the season, but please concen-
trate so you don't miss anything. 
 
There may be things demonstrated at the apiary that I wouldn't normally recommend.  It must be 
remembered that we all have our own "system" and they are all different, even though most of you 
have been taught at WGBKA.  We all do things slightly differently and for different reasons, the  

The Apiary and Learning 
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more experienced we get the more new things we will try, but we really need to know the "basics" 
http://www.dave-cushman.net/bee/basics.html so we understand what the new method is trying to 
achieve, how we expect the bees to react and be able to judge the success.  The topic being demon-
strated may not suit everyone's management system, but it's worth learning, as often things can be 
modified to suit what you do.  A lot of what I know or do has been the result of watching and lis-
tening, not only to beekeepers, but bees too. 
 
I have asked myself why we are teaching things we wouldn't recommend.  What is the point when 
I don't do it myself?  Are members learning things they won't use when they could be learning 
something they will?  Are we wasting time?  Well, as I keep saying, we are a teaching apiary and 
how do you teach if you don't show people?  This should also mean on occasions showing how not 
to do something.  Why not?  I often keep things at the apiary such as colonies with bad chalk 
brood or poor combs, so we can show members what should be changed.  If we had a pristine 
"model apiary" what would members learn?  This is only an extension of that.  This policy may 
not be shared by all, especially visitors.  Several years ago we had a visitor and within a week I 
had two phone calls, one from Gloucestershire, the other from Lancashire, saying they had some-
one moaning to them that WGBKA use castellated spacers in brood boxes! 
 
I have listened and taken the attitude that we will demonstrate more things, so we can have a dis-
cussion and if members want to do something different with their own bees they can.  It will widen 
knowledge, which will be good.  Members must be prepared for me to state why I don't do what is 
demonstrated or prefer an alternative and why.  It will not be undermining whoever is demonstrat-
ing, but constructive comment.  Please remember I have 55 years under my belt and seen more 
situations than most. 
 
We are moving into a new era.  Can I please ask members to support the demonstrators and just as 
importantly the person who organises the tea rota?  There is 3 times the number of meetings than 
there used to be, so 3 times the amount of tea drunk, meaning 3 times the amount of members 
needed to make tea.  Your move! 
 
Some demonstrations will need a colony to be in the right condition, which I can't guess in ad-
vance, so some topics may be notified at short notice, perhaps cancelling or postponing what was 
publicised.  We can get an email to members within 12 hours of me generating it.  I think it's rea-
sonable for members to have at least 24 hours notice, so if possible I will make sure that happens, 
but please remember we are all volunteers, so things may not happen instantly.  Late changes are 
unlikely to be on the website, so please check emails a few hours before the scheduled meeting. 
 
On April 28th there will be a separate session for demonstrators at 12.00, with the main meeting 
starting at 3.00.  This is for training and to remind demonstrators of the "Wisborough Green Way" 
and discuss ways of improving our teaching. 
 
I am the Apiary Manager and although I am happy to listen, I have to consider the bees, demon-
strators and members.  I will do what I can to make sure that visiting the apiary is an experience 
that members want to repeat. 
 

Roger 
 

Thanks to this month’s contributors.  If you have similar articles or beekeeping ex-
periences you would like to share, please supply articles and any photographs for 
the May edition no later than the 25th April.  
 

If you need any help submitting an article, please give me a call. 
Caroline 


